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ompetence

What are Non Technical Skills?

Non Technical Skills

Technical Skills

Underpinning knowledge

Competence

‘The personal, social and 
thinking skills that underpin 
technical skills and contribute to 
safe and efficient task 
performance’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We all use NTS in our everyday roles. These are social, cognitive and personal skills that can enhance the way you or your staff carry out technical skills, tasks and procedures. They are an important part of competence. While technical skills and underpinning knowledge describe what you need to know and do for a given safety critical task, NTS describe how you will do that task.



Examples of technical skills and non-technical skills
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Read notices

Focus on specific 
information (e.g. 

locations)

Identify unusual or 
unexpected information

Make notes to help you 
remember

Carry out a routine 
maintenance exam

Take an unhurried, 
step-by-step approach

Monitor surroundings to 
ensure the worksite 

remains safe

Communicate issues to 
team leader quickly

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Staff will draw on a range of NTS when carrying out a task, for example, Read late notices when booking on….. Or carrying out a maintenance exam 



Why use Non-Technical Skills?

● Provides a common language for the behavioural 
element of competence

● Proficient to expert vs. competent/not competent
● Helps us better observe, measure and improve what 

people do and how they do it
● Promising results in GB rail (reported reductions in 

SPADs)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We know that things like being able to manage distractions and prioritise the right things at the right time, help drivers to perform tasks well – and so non-technical skills gives us a common language to describe that side of their competence. At an organizational level, some GB rail companies have reported a reduction in SPADs after implementing NTS initiatives. 



NTS benefits seen in other industries
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Studies on the impact of NTS 
in Healthcare

 Reduced perioperative mortality 
(around the time of surgery)
 Reduced readmissions rate 
 Improved medical outcomes
 Higher quality and safety of care
 Improved safety culture

A European Aviation company 
survey

 Increased safety awareness
 Enhanced safety/just culture
 Increased awareness of incident 

trends
 Improved procedures
 Identified training needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Other industries have reported benefits such as better awareness of incident trends and an enhanced safety culture.



GB Rail NTS challenges

● Seen as a high priority but…

● Inconsistent integration across roles
● Inconsistent understanding about what the 

NTS mean and how to use them
● NTS information is either not detailed 

enough or too detailed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Consultation across sectors involved 30 individuals from 15 GB rail organisationsOver the years, many companies in GB rail have made progress in applying NTS, using the RSSB NTS framework which we published in 2012 and the many materials we have published since then. But it can still be difficult for people to make best use of NTS – partly because they need help to better understand how the non-technical skills link to the specific technical tasks that front line staff in different roles do. It can also be challenging for everyone to have the same interpretation about what the NTS terminology means, which can lead to inconsistency. People sometimes scared to talk about NTS because they’re afraid of getting it wrong



Approach – T1207 NTS Research
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Phase 1: 
Critical evaluation

Phase 2: 
Development and 

testing of new NTS 
materials

Phase 3: Practical 
application

Scope: drivers, controllers, rolling stock maintenance staff

Support to organisations

Literature review
Interviews with academics and 
non-rail companies

Involved front line staff, managers, trainers, 
assessors and instructors (>50 people)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The objectives of this research were to identify and classify NTS behaviours and strategies for rail controllers and rolling stock maintenance staff, and to develop human-centred NTS materials to support the observation, development and measurement of NTS in these roles. The aim of phase 1 was to respond to an industry request to ‘refresh the science’The aim of phase 2 was to update and enhance the existing RSSB NTS framework and produce role-specific materials to support NTS integration in relation to three safety-critical roles: drivers, controllers and rolling stock maintenance staff. Phase 3 was about working with a few organisations to see how these could actually be implemented in GB rail 



Key recommendations from Phase 1

● What changes should be made to the RSSB NTS framework?
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 Put the behavioural descriptions of NTS ‘front and centre’
 NTS should be observable, trainable and measurable

 Reduce confusion between NTS and personality traits
 Keep the language simple and clear
 Review whether teamworking and leadership are missing

Based on:
 Literature review of >1600 scientific papers on NTS
 Interviews with non-rail companies using NTS
 Interviews with academics and researchers working 

on NTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Strengths: Lots of commonalities in the content of the existing framework with others e.g. situational awareness, decision making, communication are common.BUT Other frameworks: behaviours more prominent. Debate about whether some NTS are traits rather than skills. Traits are often linked with personality and thought to be stable over time, which would mean you can’t necessarily train it. Terms like conscientiousness have caused confusion because this is recognised from a popular personality model. However, things like attention to detail as a thing on its tend to be hard to train – but what’s relevant in terms of the technical role is whether people know WHAT to pay attention to and WHEN. So it is possible to train people by raising levels of awareness about the risk and teaching them behaviour patterns to improve their performance RSSB: terms not so clear and more open to interpretation e.g. checking and selective attention can be understood in different ways. Need to refine the language but not make it too scientific      Too much info in the markers document (over 60 pages), too little in the NTS list alone4. Other frameworks commonly have teamworking and leadership – 2012 work found that these were not significant in the train driver role and in the GB rail setting where people are often working independently as part of a wider system. But needed to review whether this was still true or whether there was a case for including these particularly in other roles



Phase 2 Site visits: Method
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Observation of 
front line work 

activities

Interviews with 
relevant staff

Review of 
procedures and 
other relevant 

documents

Agreed activities to 
explore for each role ControllerRolling stock 

maintenance staff Driver / shunter

OBSERVE ACTUNDERSTAND DECIDE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Phase 2, we needed to identify what NTS looks like in the three roles that had been agreed.We did this by starting with an activity list for each role, which was agreed with steering group members – what technical activities that need to be carried out in this role should we focus on? We looked to cover as wide a range of activities as possible e.g. booking on, handover, normal operations, specific procedures, degraded working, communication tasksWe then engaged with multiple roles across multiple orgs and used a range of methodsThis includes…We weren’t asking people about what NTS they use. We based our questions and observations around a basic human information processing model – how do people decide what to do and perform actions? Hard for people to talk about things they do that are second nature and this model can be helpful. �E.g. what are you looking at/listening out for? How do you make sure you don’t miss things? How do you interpret what this means? How do you decide what to do and when to do it? How do you make sure you don’t take the wrong action? What can go wrong and what can you do to avoid that?



Companies

Phase 2 Site visits: Job roles and companies
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Fitters
Engineers

Technicians
Team leaders

Production managers
Trainer/assessors 
Depot managers

Rolling stock maintenance

Network Rail
Freightliner

GWR
TPE

GTR
Freightliner

NTS Global
Alstom

GTR
NTS Global

GWR

LNER
GBRf

Roles of staff involved
Driver / shunter Controller

Passenger drivers
Freight drivers
Shunter drivers

TU reps
Driver trainers

Shunter DI
Driver team manager

Ops delivery managers

Controllers 
(train service, maintenance, incident, power, 

customer info)

Duty control managers
Customer service control manager

Route control manager
Control competence and 
development manager

Heads of control

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Multiple roles (c.20 per area), multiple orgs, different methods – focused on behavioursThe list of job roles we engaged with or observed includes the front line staff themselves plus people involved in developing or managing their competence. Aim was to be role specific but not too sector-specific e.g. drivers includes passenger, freight and depotAfter the site visits we then mapped the behaviours we had observed and learnt about to the NTS framework.



Overview of the new NTS materials
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[Revised] RSSB NTS framework: Categories, skills, and descriptors (one pager)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Variety of resources recognising that not everyone needs the same thing or the same level of detailPreviously where we had been giving everyone everything – chop it up so people can access different levels of detailThis is not something to be ‘done to’ users of NTS – it’s developed with them and for them



Revised NTS framework (one page summary)

Retaining the focus of 
NTS on competence

Generic across all rail 
safety-critical roles
Descriptors added for 

the categories and 
skills
Provides the basics of 

NTS (e.g. for an 
introduction)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First resource is the revised NTS frameworkAims to make it clearer what the different categories and skills meansChanges are not fundamental – making the meanings clearer and makes it more behaviour-focused (not personality or personal issues).  These are generic across all safety rolesFor example the NTS category that was previously conscientiousness is now diligence to remove confusion with the personality traitThe non tech skill Positive attitude to rules and procedures is now checking and follows rules and procedures in order to focus on the behaviour rather than the attitudeWe have added skill descriptors for example for the NTS skill checking– checks actions and information rather than making assumptionsThis provides the basic information on NTS but we encourage the use of other supporting materials if you want to observe, measure of improvement in NTS – it shouldn’t be used on its own



Overview of the new NTS materials
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[Revised] RSSB NTS framework: Categories, skills, and descriptors (one pager)

Role-specific:  Drivers/shunters   |   Controllers  |  Rolling stock maintenance staff

NTS task examples
Task examples of what each 

NTS looks like

NTS behavioural descriptions with task 
examples

Descriptions of positive NTS behaviours

NTS strategies
Practical strategies for 

applying NTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Following slides will show some of the role-specific materials using rolling stock maintenance staff, but there are equivalents for control and drivers



NTS task examples
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For: managers, trainers and assessors, to help discuss, observe and develop NTS performance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NTS task examples: For each of the 26 skills, this provides a non-exhaustive list of example behaviours and associated front line tasks that demonstrate these skills. It illustrates what NTS looks like when completing rail controller and rolling stock maintenance staff tasks. It is designed for: managers, trainers and assessors, to help discuss, observe and develop NTS performance



NTS behavioural descriptions with task examples
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For: those integrating NTS into CMSs, or anyone who wants to develop more NTS knowledge

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NTS behavioural descriptions: For each of the 26 skills, this provides behavioural markers or a description of positive NTS behaviours that rail controller and rolling stock maintenance staff demonstrate to support safe and efficient performance. It is designed to support organisations in integrating NTS into competence management systems, including training and assessments. 



Front Line NTS strategies
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For: 
- Staff, to help them choose practical things they can do to apply NTS
- Managers, to support competence development and post-incident plans

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally front line NTS strategies: This presents specific techniques that rail controller and rolling stock maintenance staff use to apply NTS. These aim to help front line staff understand and choose practical things they can do to apply NTS, and help managers to support front line staff NTS development.  



Overview of the new NTS materials
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[Revised] RSSB NTS framework: Categories, skills, and descriptors (one pager)

Role-specific:  Drivers/shunters   |   Controllers  |  Rolling stock maintenance staff

NTS task examples
Task examples of what each 

NTS looks like

NTS behavioural descriptions with task 
examples

Descriptions of positive NTS behaviours

NTS strategies
Practical strategies for 

applying NTS

NTS dos and don’ts and summary of RSSB NTS materials
Guidance on effective NTS integration

Rail industry examples of how to use NTS
Examples of how the NTS materials are being used

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The NTS do’s and don’t’s support our integration guide which sets out how NTS can be integrated into each stage of the competence management systemFinally we have a document that provides practical examples of how organisations have been using the NTS resources



Developing a controller kit for adverse behaviour

● Control Seasons Pack
Development of a toolkit for control staff to use when preparing for and dealing 
with adverse weather events

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A train operating company (TOC) produced a ‘Control Seasons Pack’, a toolkit for control staff to use when preparing for and dealing with adverse weather events. The Seasons Pack includes NTS behaviours and strategies. It aims to empower control staff to make better decisions, and help them manage events betterThe Seasons Pack started with technical instructions and procedures on what to do in different weather conditions (such as snow, heavy rain, wind, or frost). With our support, NTS advice was added in boxes alongside the technical content, to help control staff think about how they will carry out the instructions effectively. These were written by finding comparable tasks in the Controller NTS task examples and tailoring the NTS wording to refer to the weather-related task more specifically. For example, for heavy rainNTS strategies that could be useful and relevant during a shift with adverse weather were included at the end of the document. This covered: managing workload; understanding your situation; remembering and tracking progress; data entry, logs and written communications. These were taken directly from the Controller NTS strategies document.Impact and next steps: The Seasons Pack was briefed to Duty Control Managers, as they have responsibility for much of the content. A copy was provided to the rest of the control team. After the Seasons Pack was issued, the TOC noticed that control staff were better prepared for dealing with weather events when they occurred. Drivers were also perceived to be better prepared and more comfortable with the instructions given. The company is seeking feedback from users, and will review and update the document each year



Where to find the new materials
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www.rssb.co.uk/research-catalogue/CatalogueItem/T1207

https://www.rssb.co.uk/safety-and-health/improving-safety-health-and-wellbeing/understanding-human-
factors/non-technical-skills

http://www.rssb.co.uk/research-catalogue/CatalogueItem/T1207
https://www.rssb.co.uk/safety-and-health/improving-safety-health-and-wellbeing/understanding-human-factors/non-technical-skills
https://www.rssb.co.uk/safety-and-health/improving-safety-health-and-wellbeing/understanding-human-factors/non-technical-skills
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